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Abstract Electric load forecasting has become crucial

to the safe operation of power grids and cost reduction

in the production of power. Although numerous electric

load forecasting models have been proposed, most of

them are still limited by poor effectiveness in the model

training and a sensitivity to outliers. The limitations of

current methods may lead to extra operational costs

of a power system or even disrupt its power distribu-

tion and network safety. To this end, we propose a new

hybrid load-forecasting model, which is based on a ro-

bust extreme-learning machine and an improved whale

optimization algorithm. Specifically, Huber loss, which

is insensitive to outliers, is proposed as the objective

function in extreme learning machine (ELM) training.

In addition, an improved whale optimization algorithm

is designed for the robust ELM training, in which a cel-
lular automaton mechanism is used to enhance the local

search. To verify our improved whale optimization al-

gorithm, some experiments were then conducted based

on seven benchmark test functions. Due to the enhance-

ment of the local search, the improved optimizer was

around 7% superior to the basic. Finally, our proposed

hybrid forecasting model was validated by two real elec-

tric load datasets (Nanjing and New South Wales), and

the experimental results confirmed that the proposed
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hybrid load-forecasting model could achieve satisfying

improvements in both datasets.
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1 Introduction

The power industry is an important large-scale foun-

dation industry, and it profoundly affects all other in-

dustrial areas. Electricity is consumed shortly after it

is generated. Over-generated electrical energy results

in a waste of resources, while an insufficient amount of

generated electrical energy causes electric outages; the

consideration of both conditions affect further indus-
trial production [1, 2]. Therefore, it is desirable to effec-

tively minimize or eliminate over- or under-generation,

and one way is through electric load forecasting. More-

over, improving the accuracy of electric load forecast-

ing can further reduce electricity production costs. Ac-

cording to [3], for every 1% increase in the accuracy

of electric forecasting, production costs can be reduced

by 0.35%. However, since power systems are extremely

complex and electricity consumption is uncertain [4],

implementing accurate electric load forecasting is cru-

cial but tricky [5, 6].

Electric load forecasting can be divided into a very-

short-term load forecast, short-term load forecast (STLF)

[7, 8, 9], and long-term load forecast [10], according to

the length of the relevant forecasting time [11]. Among

these, because of the great practicability of STLF, this

paper focuses on this type of forecast. Many methods

have been put forward to improve load forecasting. Cur-

rent popular methods can be classified into two main

categories [12, 13, 14]: traditional statistical methods
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and artificial intelligence methods. Statistical methods

include time-series analysis, trend extrapolation, and

regression prediction methods, such as quantile regres-

sion [15] and fuzzy-based regression [16]. For example,

[17] proposed a new autoregressive integrated moving

average (ARIMA) model for electric load forecasting.

However, traditional methods perform well when fitting

load data with well-studied prediction laws, such as for

linear or exponential data. Consequently, tremendous

errors are unavoidable in using those methods when

the laws cannot be satisfied by the data.

Since the 1980s, artificial intelligence methods have

been extensively researched [18, 8, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23];

they can solve complex load forecasting by extracting

the nonlinear relationships within the provided data.

Many artificial intelligence methods have since been

employed in electric load forecasting [24, 25], such as

neural networks [26], and support vector machines (SVMs)

[27, 28]. For instance, [29] presented a hybrid SVM

model based on differential-based empirical mode de-

composition and auto-regression. [30] proposed a mul-

tistep approach based on phase space reconstruction

and and a SVM. [31] developed a new model that com-

bined ensemble empirical mode decomposition, an ex-

treme learning machine (ELM), and grasshopper op-

timization algorithm. [32] combined a discrete wavelet

transform, particle swarm optimization, and radial ba-

sis function neural network for load forecasting; [33]

used ensemble empirical mode decomposition, multi-

variable linear regression and long short-term memory

neural network algorithms for the same purpose. [34]

designed a model to account for the feature extraction

and improved the general regression neural network.

[35] used Chongqing’s electricity data to make a short-

term electric load forecast through the implementation

of a multi-layer bidirectional recurrent neural network.

More applications of deep learning in load forecast-

ing can be found in some recent references [36, 37, 38,

39]. In addition to these artificial intelligence methods,

ELMs are also widely used in load forecasting; they are

emerging generalized single-hidden-layer feed-forward

neural-network learning algorithms and can randomly

generate hidden variable parameters to calculate out-

put weights [40]. Thus, compared with shallow learning

systems, ELM is more efficient with less computation

cost and has great generalization.

In the investigated neural networks, mean square

error (L2 loss) is often recommended as the loss func-

tion, as it can obtain good performance in typical data

modeling. However, L2 loss will bring some unreliabil-

ity to predictions from neural networks for modeling

data when there are many outliers. Therefore, it can

be said that the neural network training lacks robust-

ness. In the loss function design, rather than L2, the

least absolute loss (L1 loss) can be used, but it has a

huge gradient that brings poor convergence. Therefore,

with a parameter τ , [41] proposed a Huber loss func-

tion, which combines the L1 loss and L2 loss for the

model training.

The trained parameters in the neural network’s struc-

ture are a major determinant of the forecasting per-

formance. Due to the properties of the loss function,

the neural network training often meets some problems

of optimization. To address this issue, various meta-

heuristic optimization methods have been proposed for

the model training [42, 43, 18], such as swarm intelli-

gence [44], a cuckoo search algorithm [45], and a particle

swarm optimization algorithm [46]. Moreover, in recent

years, many new meta-heuristic algorithms have been

proposed, such as the grey wolf optimizer (GWO), drag-

onfly [47], ant lion optimizer [48], and moth-flame opti-

mization algorithms [49]. In addition to those, the whale

optimization algorithm (WOA) is one of the new meta-

heuristic algorithms that has emerged recently; it is

based on the hunting behavior of humpback whales. In

[50], the WOA was tested by 29 mathematical optimiza-

tion problems and six structural optimization problems,

and the experimental results demonstrated that the

WOA has undeniable advantages to other optimiza-

tion algorithms [51]. However, most of the investigated

meta-heuristic optimization algorithms have poor con-

vergence; thus, some new strategies have been devel-

oped to enhance the local search post hoc. One of the

most effective methods is cellular automata (CA), which

provides a neighbor structure for the optimization algo-

rithm. Information exchange is promoted between the

neighboring structures and achieves good local search

results, while individual processes in the different com-

munities search in parallel for solutions. In combina-

tion with GWO, the strategy has achieved good perfor-

mance for some complex optimization problems [52].

In summary, current electric forecasting requirements

are becoming more demanding from the following per-

spectives: (1) a more highly accurate prediction is re-

quired for modern industrial applications; (2) a robust

loss function needs to be incorporated to develop ma-

chine learning frameworks that can handle electric load

data that contain outliers; and (3) more advanced op-

timization methods are required to improve the model

training.

Regarding the issues above, this paper proposes a

new hybrid load forecasting model, a Huber-ELM op-

timized by an improved WOA algorithm (designated

as CA-WOA-Huber-ELM). In order to improve the ro-

bustness of the ELM, a robust ELM is proposed in

which Huber loss is selected as the objective function for
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the ELM training, and a cross-validation method is em-

ployed to search for the tuning parameter in the Huber

loss. During the robust ELM, we present an improved

WOA to search the input weights and thresholds of the

hidden layer in an ELM by introducing a cellular au-

tomaton to the traditional WOA. Experimental results

validated that our new hybrid load-forecasting model

can effectively improve the prediction performance. The

contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

� A new hybrid model is proposed to improve load-

forecasting accuracy, which combines a robust ELM

with an improved WOA. Specifically, an improved

WOA is employed to search the weights and thresh-

olds in our proposed robust ELM, it provides good

training results for the load forecasting.

� An improved robust ELM is developed to handle

data with outliers. Due to its great properties, Hu-

ber loss is incorporated into the ELM as the objec-

tive function for its training.

� An improved WOA algorithm is designed, which in-

tegrates a cellular automaton with the traditional

algorithm. In the new optimizer, a cellular automa-

ton is developed in the WOA to improve the ex-

ploitation in local space and enhance the conver-

gence of the optimizing process.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In

Sect. 2, we review the basic ELM and propose our ro-

bust ELM. Next, the improved WOA is presented in

Sect. 3. Sect. 4 then illustrates our proposed hybrid

load-forecasting model and introduces the procedure of

the model training with cross-validation for the tun-

ing parameter τ . After that, seven benchmark func-

tions are employed to validate the effectiveness of our

improved WOA in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, the testing of

the proposed hybrid load-forecasting model, CA-WOA-

Huber-ELM, by using two datasets from Nanjing and

New South Wales is described, along with four new al-

gorithms added for comparative examples. Sect. 7 con-

cludes the paper.

2 Robust Extreme Learning Machine

2.1 Extreme Learning Machine

Unlike a traditional neural network, an ELM is a

type of single-hidden-layer feed-forward neural network

(SLFN) that randomly selects its input weights and

thresholds [40]. Typically, an ELM consists of n input

nodes, l hidden nodes, m output nodes, and activation

functions [53, 20]. The hidden layer output matrix H is

as follows:

H =


g(ω1 · u1 + b1)g(ω2 · u1 + b2)· · ·g(ωl · u1 + bl)

g(ω1 · u2 + b1)g(ω2 · u2 + b2)· · ·g(ωl · u2 + bl)
...

...
. . .

...

g(ω1 · un + b1)g(ω2 · un + b2)· · ·g(ωl · un + bl)


n×l.

(1)

The output T of the ELM is then as follows:

T =
[
t1, t2, · · · , tn

]
m×n =


t1j
t2j
...

tmj


m×1

=



t∑
i=1

βi1 · g(ωi · uj + bi)

t∑
i=1

βi2 · g(ωi · uj + bi)

...
t∑
i=1

βim · g(ωi · uj + bi)


m×1

(j = 1, 2, · · · , n).

(2)

According to two theorems in [54], when the activa-

tion function is differentiable, it is not necessary to ad-

just all the ELM parameters. The input weights ω and

the thresholds in the hidden layer b can be randomly

chosen in the ELM structure. Finally, the solution can

be obtained as follows:

β̂ = H−1T ′, (3)

where H−1 is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of

the hidden layer output matrix H.

2.2 Regression Loss Function

In this subsection, to improve the ELM, three re-

gression loss functions are introduced, namely, L2 loss,

L1 loss, and Huber loss.

2.2.1 L2 Loss

L2 loss is the average of the squared errors between

the predicted data and the original data.

For the model training using L2 loss, when the error

is large, the gradient decreases rapidly; when the error is

small, the gradient decreases slowly, which is beneficial

to the convergence of the model training.

Here, the L2 loss is defined as follows:

L2 =
1

M

M∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2, (4)
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where M represents the number of output samples in

the training set, yi represents the expected output of

the training set, and ŷi represents the predicted out-

put of the training set. However, for data with outliers,

the L2 loss cannot guarantee the reliability of model

performance.

2.2.2 L1 Loss

Here, L1 loss is robust to outliers, which represents

the average error margin of the predicted value, without

considering the direction of the error.

Compared with L2 loss, L1 loss overcomes the prob-

lem of being greatly affected by outliers, but the con-

vergence speed is slower than with L2 loss.

Mean absolute error loss is defined as follows:

L1 =
1

M

M∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi|. (5)

In addition, at a certain point it is not differentiable.

2.2.3 Huber Loss

Huber loss is a parameterized loss function for re-

gression problems [55]. Its advantage is that it can en-

hance the robustness of L2 to outliers. Huber loss re-

duces the degree of punishment for outliers, so Huber

loss is a commonly used robust regression loss function.

It is defined as follows:

ρτ (ε) =

{ 1
2ε

2 |ε| ≤ τ
|ε|τ − τ2

2 |ε| > τ
, (6)

where τ is a tuning parameter (τ > 0), and ε is the

error between the expected output and the predicted

output.

Compared with L2 and L1, Huber loss maintains its

differentiability and is less sensitive to outliers in data.

It degrades to L2 as τ goes to zero, and it degrades to

L2 as τ goes to infinity. In fact, Huber loss combines the

advantages of L2 and L1. It will fall near the minimum

value due to the reduction of the gradient, which makes

the result more accurate. It is more robust to outliers

than L2. Therefore, the choice of τ is very important,

and cross-validation is usually employed to obtain the

parameter.

2.3 Robust Extreme Learning Machine

The existence of outliers influences the prediction

effect of the ELM. Because Huber loss is more robust

to outliers than the squared error loss function, it is dif-

ferentiable at zero. Therefore, on the basis of the tradi-

tional ELM, we introduce the Huber loss function and

use the minimum average Huber loss as the objective

function to train the parameters of the ELM. The model

has better robustness in processing data with outliers.

According to robustness analysis theory, our pro-

posed robust ELM takes the minimum Huber loss func-

tion value as the goal for training, which substantially

improves the robustness of the ELM in improving the

prediction accuracy. The goal programming model of

our robust extreme learning machine is as follows:

min
ω,b

MHL =
1

M

M∑
i=1

ρτ (ŷi − yi), (7)

s.t. ρτ (ε) =

{ 1
2ε

2 |ε| ≤ τ ,
|ε|τ − τ2

2 |ε| > τ ;
(8)

ωi = [ωi1, ωi2, · · · , ωin]T ; (9)

b = [b1, b2, · · · , bl]T . (10)

3 Improved Whale Optimization Algorithm

In this section, an improved whale optimization al-

gorithm is designed for the proposed robust ELM train-

ing.

3.1 Whale Optimization Algorithm

Whale optimization is an newly algorithm according

to the action of whales in hunting their prey [50]. Each

whale’s position represents a achievable feasible result.

In course of the hunting process of a group of whales,

every whale has a choice of two behaviors. One of the

behavious is to encircle the prey with all the whales

moving in towards another whales; the other behavior

is the bubble net in which the whales swim in a circular

or spiral motion and eject bubbles to drive the prey

towards the center. In every generation of swimming,

whales select these two behaviors for hunting randomly,

and the probability of choosing is 0.5.

3.1.1 Surround Prey

Each whale’s position is a selective solution. The

whales can use echolocation to identify the location of

the prey and surround it.

(1)Whale swimming towards the optimal position
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The formula for the updating of a whale position is

as follows:

xt+1
i = xtbest −A ∗ |C ∗ xtbest − xti|, (11)

where t is the iterations, xtbest is the position vector of

the optimal whale globally, and xti is the position vec-

tor current. The concrete formulas of coefficient vectors

aand Care as follows:

A = 2a ∗ r2 − a, (12)

C = 2 ∗ r1, (13)

where r1 and r2 are two numbers which is selected in

the range of [−1,1] randomly, and a is the convergence

factor, which linearly decreases from two to zero with

the number of iterations as follows:

a = 2− 2(
t

tmax
). (14)

(2)Whales swimming towards random locations

The formula for updating the position of a whale is

as follows:

Xt+1
i = Xt

rand −A ∗ |C ∗Xt
rand −Xt

i |, (15)

where xtrand is the position of the whale randomly se-

lected from the current population.

The shrinking envelope is realized as the conver-

gence factor a decreases, and the fluctuation range of

the coefficient vector A also decreases with the conver-

gence factor a. That is, when the convergence factor a

decreases from two to zero in the iterative process, the

fluctuation of the coefficient vector A also decreases;

its range is [−a, a]. When the coefficient vector A is a

random value in [−1, 1], the position of a whale at time

t + 1 can be anywhere between the position at time t

and the global optimal position at time t.

3.1.2 Bubble Net Chase

In the process of surrounding prey, the search mode

of the whale optimization algorithm is to search in the

vicinity of the optimal individual or search in the vicin-

ity of a random individual. When hunting, the whales

expel air bubbles in a pattern to form a bubble net to

constrain their prey. In order to use the bubble nets

this way, the whales constantly update their positions.

When using a bubble net, the formula for updating a

whale’s position is as follows:

Xt+1
i = |Xt

best −Xt
i | ∗ epq ∗ cos(2πq) +Xt

best, (16)

where p is a constant (the default is one), and q is a

random number uniformly distributed in [−1, 1].

According to the above analysis, it can be known

that the main parameters of the whale optimization al-

gorithm are the coefficient vectors A and C, and the pa-

rameter A is essential in coordinating the global explo-

ration and local development capabilities of the whale

optimization algorithm. When |A| > 1, the whale pop-

ulation expands the scope of the search to find better

candidate solutions; when |A| < 1, the whale popu-

lation narrows the search scope and performs a finer

search in a local area. The value of parameter A de-

pends to a large extent on the change of the conver-

gence factor a: a larger convergence factor has a better

global search ability and prevents the algorithm from

falling into a local optimum; a smaller convergence fac-

tor has a stronger local search capability to speed up

the convergence speed of the algorithm.

3.2 Cellular Automata

A cellular automaton is a grid dynamic system with

a discrete time, space, and state [50]. Unlike general

dynamic models, cellular automata are not determined

by strictly defined physical equations or functions but

are composed of a series of model construction rules.

Any model that meets these rules can be counted as a

cellular automaton model. Therefore, cellular automata

is a general term for a class of models, or a method

framework.

The basic unit of cellular automata is individual

cells scattered in a regular grid, and each of them take

a finite discrete state, follow the same rules of action,

and perform synchronous updates according to certain

evolutionary rules that apply to all the cells at a certain

moment. The state of the whole is the configuration of

the cellular automaton. The basic elements are com-

posed of cells, cell states, cell spaces, neighbours, and

rules, it can be represented by a four-element array, as

follows:

A = (Zn, S,N, f), (17)

where A is a cellular automaton; Zn is the cell space,

and the subscript n is the dimension of the cell space; S

is the finite state set of the cell; S = {s1, s2, . . . , si, . . . , sk}
and si represents the ith state of the cellular automa-

ton; N is the neighbor of the central cell, which is a

space vector containing n different cells, expressed as

N = {c1, c2, · · · , ci, · · · , ck}, ci is the position of neigh-

bouring cell relative to the central cell, ci ∈ integer set,

n is the number of neighboring cells; f is the evolution

rule of Sti → St+1
i , which represents the rule followed
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by the evolution of the cell state from time t to time

t+ 1.

3.3 Improved Whale Optimization Algorithm

In order to further improve the local search effect

of the whale optimization algorithm, the cellular au-

tomaton strategy is incorporated in the WOA, and the

novel improved whale optimization algorithm (referred

to as CA-WOA) is proposed in our work. All the infor-

mation in the CA-WOA are inherited within the unit.

A whale (i.e., a solution) is defined as a cell, and all

the cells are referred to as a whale swarm in the CA-

WOA. During the initialization phase, whale popula-

tions are randomly created. Subsequently, each whale

is randomly assigned to a grid structure. Note that the

number of each whale in the index lattice structure is

required in the search process. We can define the neigh-

borhood according to the dimension structure. The in-

teraction between whales is limited to their neighbors;

each unit must make internal use of their neighbors.

At the same time, overlapping neighbors provide a mi-

gration mechanism from one community to another. It

can spread the information of any cell throughout the

whole whale population to help in the exploration of

the search space.

The steps in the improved algorithm are detailed as

follows:

1) We first bring the position of all whales into the

objective function and select the best position of all

whales;

2) We iterate over all the whale positions. We bring

the positions of all whales into Equations 11 to 16 in

turn to overlap the positions of a new set of whales.

3) We calculate the differences and dij values of all the

dimensions of each whale after the iteration and the

whale at the best position of the previous iteration

by converting the rules.

4) We compare the dij values of all the whales in turn.

We get the k whales with the nearest differences;

5) The positions of the k whales and the best whales in

the previous iteration are brought into the objective

function to select the best whales in this iteration.

6) If the experiment reaches the iterative end condi-

tion, we perform Step 7; otherwise, return to Step

2.

7) Output the best whale position.

In the process of whales searching for prey, each

whale searches within a certain range and communi-

cates with other whales within the search range to re-

alize information sharing in order to find the optimal

position faster and improve the algorithm convergence

speed. Therefore, designing an effective search radius is

the key to determining the whale search range. We se-

lect the next round of optimal solutions from the neigh-

bors of a certain round of optimal solutions, and the

distance formula for the neighbors is as follows:

dij =

√√√√ n∑
k=1

(xtik − xtjk)2, (18)

where xtik represents the k latitude of the ith whale,

xtjk represents the k latitude of the jth whale, and dij
represents the distance between the ith whale and the

jth whale. There are n latitudes.

We select the k closest whales, calculate their fit-

ness, and select Xt∗
best. We then bring Xt∗

best into the

update formula to update the position as follows:

xt+1
i = xt∗best −A ∗ |C ∗ xt∗best − xti|, (19)

xt+1
i = |xtbest − xti| ∗ epq ∗ cos 2πq + xt∗best. (20)

Here, xt+1
i represents the position of the ith whale in

the t+1 iteration, xt∗best represents the position vector of

the best whale in the neighborhood, p is a constant (the

default is one), q is a random number uniformly dis-

tributed in [−1, 1], and A and C are coefficient vectors.

The structure chart of the improved WOA is shown in

Fig. 1. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.

4 Proposed Hybrid Forecasting Model

In this section, we propose a hybrid load forecasting

model. This model is a combination of the robust ELM

and the improved WOA. The flow chart is shown in
Fig. 2.

In order to optimize the effect of the improved al-

gorithm, we need to obtain the optimal solution of the

tuning parameter τ for the Huber loss by cross-validation

in advance. Finally, the procedure of our hybrid load-

forecasting model can be given as follows:

1) Receive the raw data. The data should be divided

into training and test sets.

2) The training set is then further divided into five

subsets. Each non-repeating part of the training set

(i.e., the subsets) is taken as a test set; the other

four parts of the training sets (i.e., the remaining

subsets) are used to make a training model. The

MSEi is calculated for this test set; this is repeated

five times using a different subset as the test set each

time.

3) First, assign the experience value and then apply

the five-fold cross validation to average the MSEi
for the five values to obtain the final average MSE,
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Fig. 1 Structure chart of the Improved Whale Optimization Algorithm

Fig. 2 The flow chart of the hybrid load forecasting model
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Algorithm 1 Improved Whale Optimization Algo-

rithm
Require: Parameters (a)

1: function MergerSortEvaluate

2: whales population Xi ← initialization

(whales size)

3: evaluate

4: while (evaluation number <

max evaluation number) do

5: for i ← 1 to whales size do

6: neighbors ← calculate Neighborhood

(whales(i))

7: select the best k whales(neighbors);

8: new position of the whales update (the current

whales)

9: update (a,A and C)

10: evaluate (new position of the whales)

11: if new position of the whales is better than

that of the current whale then

12: replacement

13: end if

14: evaluation number++

15: end for

16: end while

17: Xi ← select the best whales

18: return Xi

called CV as CV = (
∑k
i=1MSEi)/k. The fiveMSEs

are compared, and the minimum value of the MSEs

is selected and substituted into the Huber loss re-

gression function.

4) In the training set, with the average Huber loss

(MHL) minimum as the goal, the CA-WOA is used

to solve the optimal parameter wi, bj of the ELM,

and substitute it into the formula 3 to obtain βjk;

5) Bring the input weight, node threshold of the hidden

layer, and output weight of the training set into the

ELM model and then substitute the input of the test

set into the model to obtain the predicted output of

the test set.

5 Verification of CA-WOA

In this section, to demonstrate the effectiveness of

our optimizer, we conducted research on the two algo-

rithms, traditional WOA and CA-WOA. We selected

benchmark functions for the test, and the expression of

the functions are provide in Table 1.

In our experiment, the maximum number of itera-

tions and number of search agents of both optimization

algorithms were set to 500 and 15, respectively. In addi-

tion, we defined three indexes to show the performance

of our proposed optimization algorithm: BEST (the op-

timal fitness value), AVG (the average fitness value),

and STD (the variance of the fitness value). We per-

form all the experiments to obtain the average validity

and recorded the calculation results in Table 2.

In Table 2, the CA-WOA had a better optimiza-

tion effect than the traditional WOA. The BEST, AVG,

and STD from our proposed CA-WOA in general were

less than the traditional WOA. For example, in f1,

compared with the traditional WOA’s AVG, the CA-

WOA’s AVG saw a decrease of 9.34%; compared with

the traditional WOA’s STD, the CA-WOA’s STD saw

a decrease of 6.06%. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows the av-

erage convergence curve of 30 repeated experiments for

the WOA and CA-WOA. This shows that our proposed

CA-WOA had a good convergence rate and the best op-

timal solution. For example, in the convergence curve

of function f2, the CA-WOA converged after the eighth

iteration, while the WOA converged after 20 iterations.

In the function f1, the convergence accuracy of the CA-

WOA was 10−4, and the convergence accuracy of the

WOA was only about 10−2.
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Fig. 3 Convergence curves of two algorithms applied to the
benchmark functions
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Table 1 Benchmark test functions∗

Function Dimension Range

f1(x) =
n∑
i=1

ix4i + random[0, 1) 30 [-1.28, 1.28]

f2(x) = (x2 − 5.1
4π2x

2
1 + 5

πx1 − 6) + 10(1− 1
8π ) cosxi + 10 2 [-5, 5]

f3(x) = −
4∑
i=1

ci exp(−
3∑
j=1

aij(xj − pij)2) 3 [1, 3]

f4(x) = −
4∑
i=1

ci exp(−
6∑
j=1

aij(xj − pij)2) 6 [0, 1]

f5(x) = −
5∑
i=1

[(X − ai)(X − ai)2 + ci]
−1 4 [0, 10]

f6(x) = −
7∑
i=1

[(X − ai)(X − ai)2 + ci]
−1 4 [0, 10]

f7(x) = −
10∑
i=1

[(X − ai)(X − ai)2 + ci]
−1 4 [0, 10]

* a = [3 10 30; 0.1 10 35; 3 10 30; 0.1 10 35]

p = [0.3689 0.117 0.2673; 0.4699 0.4387 0.747; 0.1091 0.8732 0.5547; 0.03815 0.5743 0.8828],

c = [1 1.2 3 3.2].

Table 2 The experiment results of benchmark test functions

WOA CA-WOA

function BEST AVG STD BEST AVG STD

f1 0 0.75 5.78 0 0.68 5.43

f2 0.4 0.46 0.39 0.4 0.42 0.27

f3 -3.86 -3.86 0 -3.86 -3.86 0

f4 -3.1 -3.04 0.24 -3.31 -3.20 0.32

f5 -5.05 -4.87 0.72 -10.11 -9.17 2.06

f6 -3.72 -3.64 0.26 -10.40 -8.46 2.73

f7 -5.11 -4.39 1.24 -10.46 -8.22 3.13

In short, the CA-WOA converged faster than than

the traditional WOA, and it demonstrated that it can

effectively solve actual optimization problems.

6 Case Studies

In the section, we attempt to answer the following

questions in order to analyse the experimental results

comprehensively:

(1) How do different regression loss functions affect the

load forecasting? Does our Huber loss function pro-

vide higher prediction accuracy?

(2) How do different optimization algorithms affect the

load forecasting? Does the proposed CA-WOA al-

gorithm perform better?

(3) How does our CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM perform in

comparison with other popular prediction models?

A set of benchmark models for the exploration of

our questions are presented in Table 3. We also added

four new models published in recent literature, namely

DWT-PSO-RBFNN [32], EEMD-GOA-ELM [31], PSR-

SVM [30] and EEMD-MLR-LSTM [33], to further demon-

strate the performance of our proposed model CA-WOA-

HUBER-ELM. All the programs were run in the MAT-

LAB2019a environment.

Note that the L1- and L2-ELM are presented to

show the benefit from the Huber loss in our robust

ELM. As for the second question, the improved whale

optimization algorithm was calculated and compared

with the current mainstream GA, WOA, and other op-

timization algorithms. Finally, to verify the performance

of the proposed CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM model, three

popular models, back propagation neural network (BPNN),

SVM and long short-term memory (LSTM), are inves-

tigated.
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Table 3 The all investigated models

Model Definition

Basic benchmark Models

BPNN [56] Back Propagation Neural Network

SVM [57] Support Vector Machine

LSTM [1] Long Short-Term Memory

GA-ELM ELM optimized by GA

GA-L1-ELM L1-ELM optimized by GA

GA-L2-ELM L2-ELM optimized by GA

GA-HUBER-ELM Huber-ELM optimized by GA

WOA-ELM ELM optimized by WOA

WOA-L1-ELM L1-ELM optimized by WOA

WOA-L2-ELM L2-ELMoptimized by WOA

WOA-HUBER-ELM Huber-ELM optimized by WOA

CA-WOA-ELM ELM optimized by CA-WOA

CA-WOA-L1-ELM L1-ELM optimized by CA-WOA

CA-WOA-L2-ELM L2-ELM optimized by CA-WOA

New benchmark Models

DWT-PSO-RBFNN [32] DWT-RBFNN optimized by PSO

EEMD-GOA-ELM [31] EEMD-ELM optimized by GOA

PSR-SVM [30] SVM optimized by PSR

EEMD-MLR-LSTM [33] EMD-LSTM optimized by MLR

Proposed Models CA-WOA-Huber-ELM Huber-ELM optimized by CA-WOA

We conduct electric-forecasting analysis on electric

data of Nanjing and New South Wales in Table 4. We

recorded the electric load data of Nanjing New South

Wales every half hour. The Nanjing data set had 1,920

data points(from 00:00 on February 18, 2003 to 23:30 on

March 29, 2003). The training set consisted of 1152 data

points, and the test set consisted of 768 data points.

The dataset for New South Wales included 2256 sam-

ple points(from 00:00 on January 1, 2018 to 23:30 on
February 16, 2018); the data set was divided into two

subsets: the training set consisted of 1134 data points.

The test set included 912 data points. The electricity

data is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 (the red line divides the

training and test sets).

The target of the research was to use historical power

load data (the latest 48 load observations) to predict

the 1-step-ahead electrical load.

We analysed the experimental results for the two

datasets from three aspects, the performance and pre-

diction accuracy of the different optimization algorithms,

the different regression loss functions, and the predic-

tion accuracy of the various currently popular predic-

tion models, as described in the following subsections.

The prediction results obtained were given by the three

mainstream evaluation functions of mean absolute per-

centage error (MAPE), mean absolute error (MAE),

and root mean square error (RMSE). Here, it should

be mentioned that we empirically normalized the orig-

inal data and set the search space for the weights and

biases of the ELM models optimized by the WOA, GOA

and CA from −1 to 1 in our experiment. All the exper-

imental settings can be obtained in our source code at:

https://github.com/piobotHome/ELM

6.1 Experiment Analysis for Nanjing

The experimental results for Nanjing are reported in

Table 5. The actual power and prediction result graph

based on CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM in Nanjing is shown

in Fig. 6. The experimental analysis is detailed as fol-

lows.

6.1.1 Comparisons of Robustness among the

Huber-ELM, L1-ELM, L2-ELM and Basic ELM

To identify the differences among the L1-ELM, L2-

ELM, Huber-ELM and basic ELM, we plotted the elec-

tric load prediction diagram in Fig. 7.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, compared with the other

three figures, the electric load prediction curve of the

Huber losses in the improved algorithm, in other words,

(a) Huber-ELM, (b) basic ELM, (c) L1-ELM and (d)

L2-ELM, were closer to the actual electric data curve.

The error distribution figures show that Huber-ELM

not only had the smallest error curve but also had the

best error distribution, which indicates that this model

https://github.com/piobotHome/ELM
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Fig. 4 The electricity data of Nanjing (from 00:00 on February 18, 2003 to 23:30 on Marth 29, 2003)
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Fig. 5 The electricity data of New South Wales (from 00:00 on January 1, 2018 to 23:30 on February 16, 2018)

Fig. 6 The actual power and prediction result graph based on CA-WOA-Huber-ELM in Nanjing
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Table 4 The data description for in Nanjing and New South Wales

Size Max Min Mean Std

Nanjing

All 1920 5276.50 2362.15 3802.73 607.71

Training 1200 5151.65 2564.23 3858.86 632.78

Test 720 5276.50 2362.15 3709.19 551.32

New South Wales

All 2256 9289.50 3458.91 4894.25 942.57

Training 1344 8665.64 3458.91 4840.19 921.12

Test 912 9289.50 3458.91 4973.92 968.34

Table 5 Error indexes of the experimental data in Nanjing

Model
Train Test

RMSE MAE MAPE RMSE MAE MAPE

Basic benchmark models

BPNN 181.44 159.63 0.03 203.63 162.34 0.04

SVM 221.63 162.33 0.04 243.72 182.59 0.05

LSTM 160.23 129.36 0.03 163.81 132.80 0.04

GA-ELM 204.65 161.31 0.04 216.27 174.09 0.05

GA-L1-ELM 170.05 133.47 0.04 170.22 136.24 0.04

GA-L2-ELM 162.40 127.29 0.03 167.65 132.83 0.04

GA-HUBER-ELM 162.33 127.84 0.03 170.35 134.86 0.04

WOA-ELM 190.76 150.30 0.04 201.26 156.81 0.04

WOA-L1-ELM 164.83 129.89 0.04 171.43 136.47 0.04

WOA-L2-ELM 161.25 127.22 0.03 171.24 137.00 0.04

WOA-HUBER-ELM 169.00 133.22 0.04 174.62 139.67 0.04

CA-WOA-ELM 188.87 149.66 0.04 187.40 149.18 0.04

CA-WOA-L1-ELM 158.30 122.98 0.03 164.97 130.94 0.04

CA-WOA-L2-ELM 156.32 123.98 0.03 166.22 132.81 0.04

New benchmark models

DWT-PSO-RBFNN 132.13 105.50 0.04 165.34 132.05 0.04

EEMD-GOA-ELM 199.91 158.12 0.04 202.26 159.12 0.04

PSR-SVM 139.05 120.53 0.04 205.78 163.06 0.04

EEMD-MLR-LSTM 225.54 179.65 0.04 271.97 172.32 0.05

Proposed Model CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM158.11123.08 0.03 163.59129.54 0.04

performed better than the others in the forecasting.

From Table 5, compared with the basic ELM’s RMSE,

the Huber-ELM’s RMSE dropped by 12.71%; compared

with the basic ELM’s MAE, the Huber-ELM’s MAE

dropped by 13.16%; compared with the basic ELM’s

MAPE, the Huber-ELM’s MAPE dropped by 0%. Com-

pared with the traditional ELM, the L1-ELM, L2-ELM,

and Huber-ELM had smaller MAE, RMSE, and MAPE

values. The results show that the CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM algorithm achieved a more compact network struc-

ture and better generalization performance, and could

refer to a wider range of algorithms. The predicted elec-

tric load data were more stable and had better robust-

ness.

6.1.2 Comparisons of the Local Search Capabilities

among the Huber-ELM using the GA, WOA, and

CA-WOA

To illustrate the local search capabilities among the

Huber-ELM using the GA, WOA and CA-WOA, we

made the electric load error distribution diagram corre-

sponding to the three situations that included the GA,

WOA and CA-WOA, as shown in Fig. 8. The error

distribution figuresg show that the CA-WOA-Huber-

ELM not only had the smallest error curve but also

had the best error distribution, which indicates that

this model performed better than the others in the fore-

casting. From Fig. 8, we can see that (a) CA-WOA’s

improved algorithm had a more accurate prediction re-
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the error distribution by using the
improved ELM using different loss functions in Nanjing

sult when compared with the other two figures, (b)

GA and (c) WOA. From Table 5, compared with GA’s

RMSE and the traditional WOA’s RMSE, the RMSE

of the CA-WOA decreased by 3.97% and 6.31%, re-

spectively; compared with the GA’s MAE and the tra-

ditional WOA’s MAE, the MAE of the CA-WOA de-

creased by 3.94% and 7.25%, respectively; compared

with the GA’s MAPE and the traditional WOA’s MAPE,

the MAPE of CA-WOA decreased by 0% and 0%, re-

spectively. It can be seen that CA-WOA’s RMSE, MAE,

and MAPE were smaller than the GA’s and WOA’s

RMSE, MAE and MAPE, respectively. The CA-WOA-

HUBER-ELM had good convergence precision, and the

convergence effect was very good in the local area. The

convergence rate was relatively fast. In actual electric

load forecasting, electric load can be better predicted.

Additionally, the convergence curves of all the al-

gorithms are plotted in Fig. 9. Through the analysis

of three convergence curves, we can see that when we

use the Huber-ELM, the CA-WOA’s convergence rate

is close to that of the GA, which is faster than that of

the other algorithms. In the end, the CA-WOA had

a better convergence effect than the GA. When im-

proving the ELM with L1 loss, at the beginning, the

CA-WOA converged faster than the WOA and slower

than the GA. However, later, the CA-WOA converged

faster than the GA and had the best convergence effect.

When improving the ELM with L2 loss, the CA-WOA

always had the fastest convergence speed and the best

effect. Thus, we can see that the CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM algorithm had high speed and convergence accu-

racy. Its convergence ability was stronger, and the effect

was more remarkable.

Fig. 8 Comparison of the error distribution by using the im-
proved ELM using different optimization algorithms in Nan-
jing
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Fig. 9 Convergence curve of different optimization algo-
rithms in predicting Nanjing electric data

6.1.3 Comparisons of the Predictive Capabilities of the

BPNN, SVM, LSTM and CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM

To show the predictive capabilities of the BPNN,

SVM, LSTM, and CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM, the cor-

responding electric load prediction diagram is shown

in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10, we can see that the errors

between the prediction curves of the (a) CA-WOA-

HUBER-ELM, (b) BPNN, (c) SVM, and (d) LSTM

and the actual electric load curve were relatively large.
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In comparison, the forecast results were closer to the

actual electric load. From Table 5, compared with the

BPNN’s, SVM’s, and LSTM’s RMSE, the RMSE of the

CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM decreased by 19.66% , 32.88%

and 0.13%, respectively; compared with the BPNN’s,

SVM’s, and LSTM’s MAE, the MAE of the CA-WOA-

HUBER-ELM decreased by 20.20% , 29.05%, and 2.45%,

respectively; compared with the BPNN’s, SVM’s, and

LSTM’s MAPE, the MAPE of the CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM decreased by 0%, 20% and 0%, respectively. It

can be seen that the CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM’s RMSE,

MAE, and MAPE were smaller than the BPNN’s, SVM’s,

and LSTM ’s RMSE, MAE, and MAPE. respectively.

In short, the CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM had higher accu-

racy.

Fig. 10 Comparison of the error distribution by using several
popular prediction models in Nanjing

6.1.4 Comparisons of the Predictive Capabilities of the

DWT-PSO-RBFNN, EEMD-GOA-ELM, PSR-SVM,

EEMD-MLR-LSTM and CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM

In this section, we further compare four different

prediction models with our proposed CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM model. In comparison, the CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM forecast results were closer to the actual electric

load. Compared with the DWT-PSO-RBFNN’s, EEMD-

GOA-ELM’s, PSR-SVM’s, and EEMD-MLR-LSTM’s

RMSE, the RMSE of the CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM de-

creased by 1.06% , 19.11%, 20.5%, and 39.85%, re-

spectively; compared with the DWT-PSO-RBFNN’s,

EEMD-GOA-ELM’s, PSR-SVM’s, and EEMD-MLR-LSTM’s

MAE, the MAE of CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM decreased

by 1.9%, 18.59%, 20.56%, and 24.83%, respectively; com-

pared with the DWT-PSO-RBFNN’s, EEMD-GOA-ELM’s,

PSR-SVM’s, and EEMD-MLR-LSTM’s MAPE, the MAPE

of the CA-WOA-Huber-ELM decreased by 0%, 0%, 0%,

and 20%, respectively. It can be seen that the CA-

WOA-HUBER-ELM’s RMSE, MAE, and MAPE were

smaller than the DWT-PSO-RBFNN’s, EEMD-GOA-

ELM’s, PSR-SVM’s, and EEMD-MLR-LSTM’s RMSE,

MAE, and MAPE, respectively. In brief, the CA-WOA-

HUBER-ELM was more accurate.

6.1.5 Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test with RMSE Criterion

in the New South Wales Test Set

In this subsection, we present the results of the ex-

periments on the proposed model and other models to

test the differences among them. We selected the RMSE

values of the Nanjing test set as a sample for conducting

a Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

As shown in Table 6, the result h = 1 indicates a

rejection of the null hypothesis, and h = 0 indicates a

failure to reject the null hypothesis at a 5% significance

level. According to the results, the proposed model was

significantly different from the other models. Moreover,

according to Table 5, the value of the RMSE of the

proposed model was somewhat smaller than the others.

In brief, the CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM algorithm pro-

posed by us was used to predict electric load data with

good robustness, fast convergence speed, and high ac-

curacy with the Nanjing load-forecasting data.

6.2 Experiment Analysis for New South Wales

This subsection describes an additional evlauation;

the performance of the proposed CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM algorithm was also evaluated using the New South

Wales electric load data, as recorded in Table 7. The

actual power and the prediction result graph based on

the CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM for the New South Wales

data is shown in Fig. 11.

The experimental details are as follows.

6.2.1 Comparison of Robustness among the

Huber-ELM, L1-ELM, L2-ELM and Basic ELM

To show the different performances among the L1-

ELM, L2-ELM, Huber-ELM, and basic ELM, the cor-

responding electric load prediction diagram is shown in

Fig. 12. The error distribution figures show that the

Huber-ELM not only had the smallest error curve but

also had the best error distribution, which indicates

that this model performed better than the others in

the forecasting.

From Fig. 12, we can see that the electric load pre-

diction curve of the Huber loss improved algorithm,
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Table 6 The Wilcoxon signed-rank test results with RMSE criterion in Nanjing

Proposed Model CA-WOA-Huber-ELM h p-value

Basic benchmark models

BPNN 1 0.00

SVM 1 0.00

LSTM 1 0.00

GA-ELM 1 0.00

GA-L1-ELM 1 0.00

GA-L2-ELM 1 0.00

GA-HUBER-ELM 1 0.00

WOA-ELM 1 0.00

WOA-L1-ELM 1 0.00

WOA-L2-ELM 1 0.00

WOA-HUBER-ELM 1 0.03

CA-WOA-ELM 1 0.00

CA-WOA-L1-ELM 1 0.00

CA-WOA-L2-ELM 1 0.00

New benchmark models

DWT-PSO-RBFNN 1 0.00

EEMD-GOA-ELM 1 0.00

PSR-SVM 1 0.00

EEMD-MLR-LSTM 1 0.00

Fig. 11 The actual power and the prediction result graph based on CA-WOA-Huber-ELM in New South Wales

(a) Huber-ELM, was closer to the actual electric data

curve than the other three graphs, (b) basic ELM, (c)

L1-ELM, and (d) L2-ELM. From Table 7, compared

to the basic ELM’s RMSE, the Huber-ELM’s RMSE

decreased by 43.20%; compared to the basic ELM’s

MAE, the Huber-ELM’s MAE decreased by 43.03%;

compared to the basic ELM’s MAPE, the Huber-ELM’s

MAPE decreased by 33.34%. It can be seen that the

Huber-ELM had a smaller MAE, RMSE, and MAPE

values than the traditional ELM, L1-ELM, and L2-

ELM. The results show that the CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM algorithm achieved a more compact network struc-

ture and better generalization performance and could

use a wider range of algorithms. The predicted electric

load data was more stable and had better robustness.
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Table 7 Error indexes of the experimental data in New South Wales

Model
Train Test

RMSE MAE MAPE RMSE MAE MAPE

Basic benchmark models

BPNN 226.86 186.69 0.03 243.77 190.52 0.04

SVM 399.84 205.63 0.04 417.82 210.50 0.04

LSTM 130.66 97.65 0.02 132.94 98.03 0.02

GA-ELM 204.03 161.49 0.03 234.00 181.16 0.04

GA-L1-ELM 118.91 93.63 0.02 182.63 131.48 0.03

GA-L2-ELM 131.63 106.05 0.02 183.24 138.81 0.03

GA-HUBER-ELM 130.08 101.43 0.02 172.98 127.24 0.03

WOA-ELM 235.23 184.60 0.04 319.39 241.39 0.05

WOA-L1-ELM 132.16 104.74 0.02 156.09 121.59 0.02

WOA-L2-ELM 113.42 89.99 0.02 164.46 118.97 0.02

WOA-HUBER-ELM 120.32 94.30 0.02 168.65 118.06 0.02

CA-WOA-ELM 214.46 152.01 0.03 197.26 155.77 0.03

CA-WOA-L1-ELM 122.82 97.52 0.02 122.50 96.11 0.02

CA-WOA-L2-ELM 188.02 138.44 0.03 134.00 106.32 0.02

New benchmark models

DWT-PSO-RBFNN 118.15 93.18 0.04 122.65 95.80 0.04

EEMD-GOA-ELM 181.92 229.94 0.04 209.69 268.59 0.04

PSR-SVM 191.33 160.45 0.04 253.56 170.21 0.04

EEMD-MLR-LSTM 285.55 199.66 0.05 305.55 203.47 0.06

Proposed model CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM108.0583.26 0.02 112.0388.73 0.02

Fig. 12 Comparison of the error distribution by using the
improved ELM using different loss functions in New South
Wales

6.2.2 Comparison of the Local Search Capabilities

among the Huber-ELM Using the GA, WOA and

CA-WOA

To display the performance of the Huber-ELM train-

ing using the GA, WOA, and CA-WOA, and the cor-

responding predictions are plotted in Table 13.

From Fig. 13, we can see that compared to the

other two, (a) the CA-WOA and (b) the GA, the pre-

diction of the improved algorithm with (c) the WOA

was the least close to the actual data. The error dis-

tribution figures show that the CA-WOA-Huber-ELM

not only had the smallest error curve but also had

the best error distribution, which indicates that this

model performed better than the others in the fore-

casting. From Table 12, compared with the GA’s and

traditional WOA’s RMSE, the CA-WOA’s RMSE de-

creased by 35.23% and 33.5%, respectively; compared

with the GA’s and traditional WOA’s MAE, the CA-

WOA’s MAE decreased by 30.26% and 24.84%, respec-

tively; compared with the GA’s and traditional WOA’s

MAPE, the CA-WOA’s MAPE decreased by 33.34%

and 0%, respectively. We found that the CA-WOA in

predicting on the test set had lower values for the RMSE,

MAE, MAPE than the GA and WOA. Moreover, the

CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM had good convergence, and the

convergence performance was very good in local areas.

The convergence speed was relatively fast. In actual

electric load forecasting, the electric load can be better

predicted. In addition, the training curve for all the in-

vestigated optimization algorithms are recorded in Fig.

14. Through the analysis, we can see that when we used

Huber loss to improve the ELM, the CA-WOA was close

to the GA convergence rate and faster than the other
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algorithms. In the end, the CA-WOA convergence ef-

fect was better than the GA. When using the L1 loss to

improve the ELM, initially, the CA-WOA convergence

rate was as fast as WOA but slower than GA. How-

ever, the CA-WOA convergence rate exceeded that of

the GA. The convergence effect is the best. When using

L2 loss to improve the ELM, the CA-WOA convergence

rate was the fastest; it worked the best. Therefore, we

can see that the CA-WOA-Huber-ELM algorithm had

the great convergence and better results.

Fig. 13 Comparison of the error distribution by using the
improved ELM using different optimization algorithms in
New South Wales

6.2.3 Comparison of the Predictive Capabilities among

the BPNN, SVM, LSTM and CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM

To explore the predictive capabilities of the BPNN

[56], SVM, LSTM [53], and CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM,

we drew the electric load prediction diagram in Fig.

15. We can see from Fig. 15 that the errors between

the prediction curves of (a) BPNN, (b) SVM, and (c)

LSTM and the actual electric load curve were rela-

tively large. By comparison, the results of the (d) CA-

WOA-HUBER-ELM prediction were closer to the ac-

tual electric load. From Fig. 12, compared with the

BPNN’s, SVM’s, and LSTM’s RMSE, the RMSE of the

CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM decreased by 54.04%, 72.19%,

and 15.73%, respectively; compared with the BPNN’s,

SVM’s, and LSTM’s MAE, the MAE of the CA-WOA-

HUBER-ELM decreased by 53.43% , 57.85% and 9.49%,

respectly; compared with the BPNN’s, SVM’s, and LSTM’s

MAPE, the MAPE of the CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM de-

creased by 50% , 50% and 0%, respectively. It can be

seen that the CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM’s RMSE, MAE,
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Fig. 14 Convergence curve of different optimization algo-
rithms in predicting New South Wales electric data

and MAPE were smaller than the BPNN’s, SVM’s,

and LSTM ’s RMSE, MAE and MAPE, respectively.

In short, the CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM had higher con-

vergence accuracy.

Fig. 15 Comparison of the error distribution by using several
popular prediction models in New South Wales
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6.2.4 Comparisons of the Predictive Capabilities of the

DWT-PSO-RBFNN, EEMD-GOA-ELM, PSR-SVM,

EEMD-MLR-LSTM and CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM

In this sub-section, we present the further compar-

ison of four different prediction models with our pro-

posed CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM model.

By comparison, the results of CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM prediction are closer to the actual electric load.

compared with DWT-PSO-RBFNN’s RMSE, EEMD-

GOA-ELM’s RMSE, PSR-SVM’s RMSE and EEMD-

MLR-LSTM’s RMSE, the RMSE of CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM decreases by 8.65% ,by 46.57% ,55.81% and 63.33%;

compared with DWT-PSO-RBFNN’s MAE, EEMD-GOA-

ELM’s MAE, PSR-SVM’s MAE and EEMD-MLR-LSTM’s

MAE, the MAE of CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM decreases

by 7.37% ,by 66.96% ,47.87% and 56.39%; compared

with DWT-PSO-RBFNN’s MAPE, EEMD-GOA-ELM’s

MAPE, PSR-SVM’s MAPE and EEMD-MLR-LSTM’s

MAPE, the MAPE of CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM decreases

by 50% , 50%, 50% and 66.67%. It can be seen that the

CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM’s RMSE, MAE, and MAPE

were smaller than the BPNN’s, SVM’s, and LSTM ’s

RMSE, MAE, and MAPE, respectively. In short, the

CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM’s convergence accuracy was higher.

6.2.5 Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test with RMSE Criterion

in the New South Wales Test Set

In this sub-section, we present the results of the ex-

periments on the proposed model and other models to

test the differences among them. We selected the RMSE

values from the New South Wales test set as a sample

for conducting a Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

As shown in Tab. 8, the result h = 1 indicates a

rejection of the null hypothesis, and h = 0 indicates a

failure to reject the null hypothesis at a 5% significance

level. According to the results, the proposed model was

significantly different from the other models. Moreover,

according to Table 7, the value of the RMSE of the

proposed model was somewhat smaller than the others.

All in all, using the New South Wales data, our pro-

posed CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM algorithm was used to

predict the electric load data with good robustness, fast

convergence, and high accuracy.

7 Conclusion

Accurate and effective electric load forecasting is an

essential part of ensuring the safe operation of power

grids. However, the complexity of the power grid poses

many future challenges to electric load forecasting, and

the current popular forecasting methods cannot address

all these challenges. To address this, this paper pro-

posed a new hybrid load-forecasting model, CA-WOA-

HUBER-ELM, which is the combination of a robust

extreme learning machine and an improved whale opti-

mization algorithm. Furthermore, the Huber loss, which

is insensitive to outliers, is treated as the objective func-

tion for our robust ELM training. Also, an improved

whale optimization algorithm (CA-WOA) is designed

by introducing a cellular automaton for the local search

to improve the convergence of the optimizer. Our pro-

posed improved CA-WOA achieved great performance

in seven benchmark test functions, which showed great

improvement for exploitation. Finally, according to two

real electric load-forecasting datasets for Nanjing and

New South Wales and comparative experiments with

four newly added algorithms, our CA-WOA-HUBER-

ELM model demonstrated great advantages in dealing

with outliers and improving forecasting accuracy.
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Table 8 The Wilcoxon signed-rank test results with RMSE criterion in New South Wales

Proposed model CA-WOA-HUBER-ELM h p-value

Basic benchmark models

BPNN 1 0.00

SVM 1 0.00

LSTM 1 0.01

GA-ELM 1 0.00

GA-L1-ELM 1 0.00

GA-L2-ELM 1 0.00

GA-HUBER-ELM 1 0.01

WOA-ELM 1 0.00

WOA-L1-ELM 1 0.00

WOA-L2-ELM 1 0.01

WOA-HUBER-ELM 1 0.03

CA-WOA-ELM 1 0.00

CA-WOA-L1-ELM 1 0.00

CA-WOA-L2-ELM 1 0.00

New benchmark models

DWT-PSO-RBFNN 1 0.00

EEMD-GOA-ELM 1 0.00

PSR-SVM 1 0.00

EEMD-MLR-LSTM 1 0.00
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